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Abstract: 

Power system harmonics are a menace to electric power 
systems with disastrous consequences. The line current 
harmonics cause increase in losses, instability, and also 
voltage distortion. With the proliferation of the power 
electronics converters and increased use of magnetic, 
power lines have become highly polluted. Three-phase 
three-wire distribution systems are very common and 
widely used in commercial and industrial installations and 
therefore power systems harmonics is an area that merits 
a great deal of attention. Advancement in semiconductor 
devices has fuelled an increase in the use of non-linear 
loads which are the main causes of harmonic distortion 
in three-phase, four-wire distribution systems. Mitigation 
of harmonics in three-phase, three-wire electrical power 
distribution systems that supply balanced and unbalanced 
non-linear loads was therefore conducted. In order to pro-
tect the supply system from current harmonics, we have to 
use the active power filters. The main aim of the proposed 
system is to compensate current unbalance, load current 
harmonics, load reactive power demand and load neutral 
current. Modulation technique used is Space Vector Pulse 
Width Modulation (SVPWM).

Keywords: 

Multilevel inverter, Shunt active power filter, P-Q theory, 
Voltage source inverter, Current source inverter, Harmon-
ics compensation.

I.INTRODUCTION:

The growing use of non-linear and time-varying loads has 
led to distortion of voltage and current waveforms and 
increased reactive power demand in ac mains. Harmonic 
distortion is known to be source of several problems, such 
as increased power losses, excessive heating in rotating 
machinery, significant interference with communication
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circuits and audible noise, incorrect operation of sensi-
tive loads. Passive filters are traditional method to elimi-
nate harmonics, but with recent developments in power 
semiconductor switches and converters, coupled with de-
velopments in control techniques and analog and digital 
implementations, active filters are becoming an effective 
and commercially viable alternative to passive filters. Ac-
tive filter offer the following advantages: able to cover 
a wide range of harmonic frequencies; do not contribute 
resonant frequencies to the network; harmonic attenua-
tion is network impedance dependent. Among the various 
topologies the shunt active power filter based on voltage 
source inverter (VSI) is the most common one because of 
its efficiency. 

The performance of active power filters depends on the 
adoptive control approaches. Various current detection 
methods, such as instantaneous reactive power theory, 
synchronous reference frame method. The commonness 
of these methods is the request for generating reference 
current of APF, either with the load current or the mains 
current. The commonness of these methods is to control 
VSI with the difference between real current and refer-
ence current. To validate current observations, Extensive 
Simulations are carried out with Genetic Algorithm for 
space vector pulse width modulation methods for nonlin-
ear load conditions and adequate results were presented. 
On observing the performance, space vector pulse width 
modulation control strategy with Genetic Algorithm for 
mitigation of current harmonics is quite good over other 
control technique.

II.Clasification of Active Power Filters:

Mainly there are three types of active power filter:
Based on the converter type

1.VSI Inverter
2.CSI Inverter
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Based on topology

1.Active Shunt Filter
2.Active series Filter

Hybrid filter
Based on supply system

1.1-Phase-2 wire system
2.3-Phase -3 wire system
3.3-Phase-4 wire system

Fig.1 (i) CSC and (ii) VSC type shunt active 
power filter

The main difference between these two topologies is en-
ergy storage element connected at DC link side. In CSC 
type shunt active power filter, the converter is formed by 
six controllable switches in series with diodes and LfCf 
filter is connected in between the PWM converter and 
supply mains and it is used to suppress ripples in output 
of the converter. In VSC type shunt active power filter, 
the converter is formed by six controllable switches in 
shunt with diodes and Lf filter is connected in between 
the PWM converter and supply mains and it is used to 
suppress ripples in output of the converter [6]-[8]. This 
project presents the VSC type shunt active power filter. 
Basically the shunt active power filter is connected at 
point of common coupling, the basic principle of the ac-
tive power filter is injected the reference harmonic cur-
rents in phase opposition to current harmonics produced 
by the non-linear loads. Due to that cancellation of cur-
rent harmonics, we will get sinusoidal waveform at point 
of common coupling.

III.3-PHASE, 3-WIRE SAPF TOPOLOGY
A. Instantaneous real active and reactive pow-
er method:
 
The basic block diagram of 3-phase, 3-wire shunt active 
power filter is shown in Fig.2 [11]. Here the source is con-
nected to the non-linear load, these non-linear loads al-
ways generates current harmonics.

Due to these current harmonics, distorted waveform is 
appeared at point of common coupling. For getting sinu-
soidal waveform at point of common coupling we have 
to connect the shunt active power filter [7], [8]. These 
shunt active power filter consists of Lf filter and volt-
age source converter which is having six controllable 
switches in parallel with the diodes. Here the shunt active 
power filter takes the harmonic currents information from 
the nonlinear load, it gives the information to the PWM 
circuit, these PWM circuit generates the gating signals to 
the voltage source inverter. In the voltage source inverter, 
the switches are operating according to the generation of 
gating signals [9], [10].

 
Fig.2 The basic block diagram of three phase three 

wire shunt active power filter.

The output of the voltage source inverter is passing 
through the Lf filter. These Lf filter is used to add the ref-
erence signals in phase opposition to the actual current 
harmonics generated by the non-linear load. These shunt 
active power filter can be operated with the help of real 
and reactive power control strategy.

Fig.3 Active filter controller block diagram.

The operation of real and reactive power control strategy 
is based on active filter controller block diagram as shown 
in Fig.3. Former days the calculations of power flow were 
consequential from the average powers or root mean 
square values of voltages and currents. Akagi. H, pro-
posed one method for calculating reference compensation 
currents called the instantaneous P-Q method (i.e., instan-
taneous real active and reactive power theory) [12].
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These reference compensation currents are required to 
inject into the network, where nonlinear loads are con-
nected. This P-Q theory is based on time domain analysis. 
By using of this P-Q theory, information of both load line 
currents and source voltages converters α-β-0coordinates 
with the help of instantaneous power calculation [11]. So 
the P-Q theory has been used the transformation called 
Clarke transformation. It is used to plot the three phase 
supply/source instantaneous voltages and output/load line 
currents into α-β-0coordinates. The transformation matri-
ces C and C¹ for transformation of Clarke and back trans-
formation are given respectively in equations.

The equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) are shown above. These 
are given as voltage wave but they are also applicable for 
current waves. Here “0” represents the zero sequence 
component of voltage wave/current wave. In three phase 
three wire system, zero sequence components can’t flow. 
So that zero sequence components, from above equations 
(1), (2), (3) and (4) are eliminated and the α-β axes trans-
forming into three phase balanced -linear system.

From equations (7) and (8), Pr be the instantaneous real 
power is the sum of average and oscillating real powers 
and Qr be the instantaneous imaginary power is the sum of 
average and oscillating reactive powers. For linear load, 
Pr and Qr are having only DC/constant/average values. 
However if load may be bridge rectifier as a non-linear 
load, the current waveform should enclose not only the 50 
Hz/fundamental frequency component but also the mul-
tiple of 50 Hz/fundamental frequency components.

Then the instantaneous Pr and Qr should include constant 
dc or average component and fluctuating or oscillating 
component as decomposing in equations (7) and (8) The 
average component of real Pr and reactive Qr can’t to ex-
ist as reference powers so that oscillating components of 
real Pr and imaginary power Qr must have to chosen as 
reference powers, if the shunt active power filter is delib-
erate for compensation current harmonics or circulating 
currents. 

From the active power filter controller block diagram, the 
low pass filter (LPF) is used to absorb the average/con-
stant dc component/element and selecting the fluctuating/
oscillating component/elements in equations (7) and (8) 
and back transformation is used to get the desire compen-
sation reference currents (i_ca^ ,i_cb^ ,i_cc^ ) in the form 
of a-b-c coordinates in Fig: 3.

Fig.4. Calculation of current reference based on P-Q 
theory.

B.  Importance of DC capacitor:

The voltage of DC capacitor may be restricted by a DC 
voltage regulator. A low –pass filter is used it anesthetized 
to the fundamental (50 Hz) voltage frequency oscillations. 
The clean voltage variation occurs, according to the sub-
sequent equations regulation of voltage (εr) is given as, 

If Vdc< Vref_dc; the pulse width Modulated inverter 
should be collect the energy from ac main to the dc ca-
pacitor. If  Vdc>Vref_dc; the pulse width modulated in-
verter should be carrying the energy from dc capacitor to 
ac main.
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IV.CONSTRUCTION OF PI CONTROL-
LER:

Fig.5 Generating gate signals for shunt active filter

The above Fig.5 shows that PWM control circuit of shunt 
active power filter based on generation of current refer-
ences contains active power measurement, PI – control-
ler, low pass filter, reference current generator and hyster-
esis (Iopa, Iopb, Iopc), the voltages at point of coupling 
(Vina,Vinb,Vinc) and DC link voltage Vdc are sensed sig-
nals, and these are used as feedback signals. The bigger 
current references are getting as a result of modifiable the 
dc link voltage. The error signal is obtained from compar-
ing the actual dc link voltage with Vref_dc (reference DC 
voltage). The DC bus error voltage is given as 

Here the PI – controller is used for DC bus control. So 
When the error signal is flowing by the way of PI control-
ler, its controls the DC bus current signal, which will give 
the greater value of supply current included with the con-
troller and is thus made accessible at zero crossing only. 
The output result of the PI controller is greater value of 
supply current that is the classified into of two elements/
components. Those are :
(1). Fundamental element/component of active output/
load current of SHAF and 
(2). Loss element/component of active output/load cur-
rent of SHAF. 
The greater value of the current is multiply with sinusoi-
dal waveform in phase with input/source voltage to get 
compensating reference current waves. These compensat-
ing reference wave currents compared with the help of 
actual current waves in the hysteresis band, which will 
give the slipup signal to the modulation technique [5], [6]. 
Then this error signal will choose the action of voltage 
source inverter switches, these are generates the reference 
harmonic currents injected with the help of voltage source 
inverter.

V. Space Vector Pulse width Modulation:

The basic idea of voltage space vector modulation is to 
control the inverter output voltages so that their Parks 
representation will be approximately equals the reference 
current vector. In the case of two level inverter, the out-
put of each phase will be either +Vdc/2 or – Vdc/2. The 
SVM technique can be easily extended to all balanced and 
unbalanced loads. Space-vector PWM methods generally 
have the following features: good utilization of dc-link 
voltage, low current ripple, and relatively easy simulation 
implementation by a digital signal processor (DSP). These 
features make it suitable for high-voltage high-power ap-
plications. As the number of levels increases, redundant 
switching states and the complexity of selecting switch-
ing states increases dramatically.

Figure.6.Basic switching vectors and sectors.

Table 1:Switching Table for space vector 
Modulation
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These reference compensation currents are required to 
inject into the network, where nonlinear loads are con-
nected. This P-Q theory is based on time domain analysis. 
By using of this P-Q theory, information of both load line 
currents and source voltages converters α-β-0coordinates 
with the help of instantaneous power calculation [11]. So 
the P-Q theory has been used the transformation called 
Clarke transformation. It is used to plot the three phase 
supply/source instantaneous voltages and output/load line 
currents into α-β-0coordinates. The transformation matri-
ces C and C¹ for transformation of Clarke and back trans-
formation are given respectively in equations.

The equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) are shown above. These 
are given as voltage wave but they are also applicable for 
current waves. Here “0” represents the zero sequence 
component of voltage wave/current wave. In three phase 
three wire system, zero sequence components can’t flow. 
So that zero sequence components, from above equations 
(1), (2), (3) and (4) are eliminated and the α-β axes trans-
forming into three phase balanced -linear system.

From equations (7) and (8), Pr be the instantaneous real 
power is the sum of average and oscillating real powers 
and Qr be the instantaneous imaginary power is the sum of 
average and oscillating reactive powers. For linear load, 
Pr and Qr are having only DC/constant/average values. 
However if load may be bridge rectifier as a non-linear 
load, the current waveform should enclose not only the 50 
Hz/fundamental frequency component but also the mul-
tiple of 50 Hz/fundamental frequency components.

Then the instantaneous Pr and Qr should include constant 
dc or average component and fluctuating or oscillating 
component as decomposing in equations (7) and (8) The 
average component of real Pr and reactive Qr can’t to ex-
ist as reference powers so that oscillating components of 
real Pr and imaginary power Qr must have to chosen as 
reference powers, if the shunt active power filter is delib-
erate for compensation current harmonics or circulating 
currents. 

From the active power filter controller block diagram, the 
low pass filter (LPF) is used to absorb the average/con-
stant dc component/element and selecting the fluctuating/
oscillating component/elements in equations (7) and (8) 
and back transformation is used to get the desire compen-
sation reference currents (i_ca^ ,i_cb^ ,i_cc^ ) in the form 
of a-b-c coordinates in Fig: 3.

Fig.4. Calculation of current reference based on P-Q 
theory.

B.  Importance of DC capacitor:

The voltage of DC capacitor may be restricted by a DC 
voltage regulator. A low –pass filter is used it anesthetized 
to the fundamental (50 Hz) voltage frequency oscillations. 
The clean voltage variation occurs, according to the sub-
sequent equations regulation of voltage (εr) is given as, 

If Vdc< Vref_dc; the pulse width Modulated inverter 
should be collect the energy from ac main to the dc ca-
pacitor. If  Vdc>Vref_dc; the pulse width modulated in-
verter should be carrying the energy from dc capacitor to 
ac main.
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LER:

Fig.5 Generating gate signals for shunt active filter

The above Fig.5 shows that PWM control circuit of shunt 
active power filter based on generation of current refer-
ences contains active power measurement, PI – control-
ler, low pass filter, reference current generator and hyster-
esis (Iopa, Iopb, Iopc), the voltages at point of coupling 
(Vina,Vinb,Vinc) and DC link voltage Vdc are sensed sig-
nals, and these are used as feedback signals. The bigger 
current references are getting as a result of modifiable the 
dc link voltage. The error signal is obtained from compar-
ing the actual dc link voltage with Vref_dc (reference DC 
voltage). The DC bus error voltage is given as 

Here the PI – controller is used for DC bus control. So 
When the error signal is flowing by the way of PI control-
ler, its controls the DC bus current signal, which will give 
the greater value of supply current included with the con-
troller and is thus made accessible at zero crossing only. 
The output result of the PI controller is greater value of 
supply current that is the classified into of two elements/
components. Those are :
(1). Fundamental element/component of active output/
load current of SHAF and 
(2). Loss element/component of active output/load cur-
rent of SHAF. 
The greater value of the current is multiply with sinusoi-
dal waveform in phase with input/source voltage to get 
compensating reference current waves. These compensat-
ing reference wave currents compared with the help of 
actual current waves in the hysteresis band, which will 
give the slipup signal to the modulation technique [5], [6]. 
Then this error signal will choose the action of voltage 
source inverter switches, these are generates the reference 
harmonic currents injected with the help of voltage source 
inverter.

V. Space Vector Pulse width Modulation:

The basic idea of voltage space vector modulation is to 
control the inverter output voltages so that their Parks 
representation will be approximately equals the reference 
current vector. In the case of two level inverter, the out-
put of each phase will be either +Vdc/2 or – Vdc/2. The 
SVM technique can be easily extended to all balanced and 
unbalanced loads. Space-vector PWM methods generally 
have the following features: good utilization of dc-link 
voltage, low current ripple, and relatively easy simulation 
implementation by a digital signal processor (DSP). These 
features make it suitable for high-voltage high-power ap-
plications. As the number of levels increases, redundant 
switching states and the complexity of selecting switch-
ing states increases dramatically.

Figure.6.Basic switching vectors and sectors.

Table 1:Switching Table for space vector 
Modulation
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VI. MATLAB/SIMULINK RESULTS
Case 1: 3-phase 3-wirebalanced source

Fig.7. Simulink circuit for balanced 3-phase 3-wire 
system

 
Fig.8.Simulation results for balanced system.

 
Fig.9.FFT analysis for source current.

Case 2: 3-phase 3-wire unbalanced source
 

Fig.10.Simulation results for unbalanced system.

Fig.11.FFT analysis Source Current.
Case 3: 3-phase 3-wire non sinusoidal source

 

Fig.12.Simulation results for non sinusoidal source.
 

Fig.13.FFT analysis for source current.
Case 4: balanced three phase with dynamic load 
changes.

 
Fig.14.Simulation results for balanced three phase 

with load changes.
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Fig.15.FFT analysis for Source Current.
Case 5: unbalanced three phase with dynamic load 
changes.

 
Fig.16. Simulation results for unbalanced three phase 

with load changes.

 
Fig.17.FFT analysis for source current

Case 6: non sinusoidal three phase with dynamic load 
changes.

 
Fig.18. Simulation results for non sinusoidal three 

phase with load changes.

Fig.19.FFT analysis for source current.
Case 7: SVPWM based balanced load
 

Fig.20. Simulation results for SVPWM based balanced 
load.

 
Fig.21.FFT analysis for source current.

Case 8: SVPWM based unbalanced load

 
Fig.22. Simulation results for SVPWM based unbal-

anced load.
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VI. MATLAB/SIMULINK RESULTS
Case 1: 3-phase 3-wirebalanced source

Fig.7. Simulink circuit for balanced 3-phase 3-wire 
system

 
Fig.8.Simulation results for balanced system.

 
Fig.9.FFT analysis for source current.

Case 2: 3-phase 3-wire unbalanced source
 

Fig.10.Simulation results for unbalanced system.

Fig.11.FFT analysis Source Current.
Case 3: 3-phase 3-wire non sinusoidal source

 

Fig.12.Simulation results for non sinusoidal source.
 

Fig.13.FFT analysis for source current.
Case 4: balanced three phase with dynamic load 
changes.

 
Fig.14.Simulation results for balanced three phase 

with load changes.
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Fig.15.FFT analysis for Source Current.
Case 5: unbalanced three phase with dynamic load 
changes.

 
Fig.16. Simulation results for unbalanced three phase 

with load changes.

 
Fig.17.FFT analysis for source current

Case 6: non sinusoidal three phase with dynamic load 
changes.

 
Fig.18. Simulation results for non sinusoidal three 

phase with load changes.

Fig.19.FFT analysis for source current.
Case 7: SVPWM based balanced load
 

Fig.20. Simulation results for SVPWM based balanced 
load.

 
Fig.21.FFT analysis for source current.

Case 8: SVPWM based unbalanced load

 
Fig.22. Simulation results for SVPWM based unbal-

anced load.
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Fig.23.FFT analysis for source current.

VII.CONCLUSION:

In this paper when the load may be balanced/unbalanced, 
linear/nonlinear, the source must be sinusoidal. Because 
of this we can proposed this shunt active filter with PQ 
theory done in various types of conditions, those are bal-
anced, unbalanced and non-sinusoidal conditions under 
the PI-controller by the using of simulink/matlab soft-
ware. This was useful to get the constant power supply 
and sinusoidal current waveform at point of common cou-
pling. This construction of three phase three wire shunt 
active power filter with PQ theory is cost effectiveness 
for allowing more number of low pass filters to removing 
the reactive currents, circulating currents, neutral/zero se-
quence currents and improving the power factor at input 
of the system.Source THD is reduced by using SVPWM 
balanced and unbalanced loads SAPF.
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